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The following excerpts were taken from Hagakure by Yamamoto Tsunetomo, an eighteenth century book on the way of the samurai. Difficult vocabulary words were translated in parenthesis following the word. How to Educate a Young Samurai



I



n infancy his courage is stimulated. And no one must ever threaten to deceive (trick) him. If even as a child he suffers from anxiety or fears, the defeat will be a scar he carries to his grave. A child should not be allowed to become frightened of thunder through the oversight of his parents, or forbidden (not allowed) to go into the dark, and it is a bad policy to tell him frightening stories to keep him quiet while he cries. On the other hand, if he is scolded too severely (harshly) as a child, he will grow into a shy, introverted adult. In any event, one must take care that he does not acquire (earn) bad character traits. Once he has picked up an unfortunate trait, you will not rid him of it no matter how much you lecture him. In speech and in etiquette (behavior) he should be made to reach a general understanding of propriety (good behavior), and he should never know vulgar (rude) desires. All other points are less important. Since most normal, healthy children will grow up anyway regardless of their upbringing.



Stay Calm A man endowed (raised) with virtue (moral goodness) has at core a kind of calm or ease so that he never gives the impression of being busy. It is lesser men who have no peacefulness in their character, who compete for fame and go around knocking each other down.



Silence is Best The best conduct with regard to speaking is to remain silent. At least if you think you can manage without speaking, do not speak. What must be said should be said as succinctly (briefly), logically, and clearly as possible. A surprising number of people make fools of themselves by talking without thinking and are looked down upon.



If You Wish To Excel, Invite Criticism from Others Most people try to get by on the basis of their own judgment, and as a result they never make significant progress.



Once a man consulted (discussed with) another concerning a document he had prepared for the government office. The other man was far more skilled at composition than the first and was able to offer valuable suggestions.



A Samurai is Always Improving I have heard that a certain master swordsman, having reached an old age, made the following statement: “A samurai’s training lasts a lifetime, and there is a proper order to it. At the lowest level of training, even though you practice, you do not seem to improve, you know you are unskillful, and you believe the same of others. At this point, needless to say, you are of no use in the service of the daimyo (lord a samurai serves). At the middle level, you are still of no real use, but you are aware of your deficiencies (weakness), and you begin to recognize the shortcomings of others. When a samurai attains the highest level, he is able to dispose of any situation on the basis of his own wisdom so that he no longer needs to follow the teachings of others; he gains confidence in his ability’s, rejoices in being praised, and laments (shows sorrow for) the failures of others. Such a samurai, may we well say, is useful in the service of the daimyo (lord). Even above this level, there are those whose facial expressions never reveal what they are thinking, nor do they make an exhibition (show) of their skill-in fact, they feign (put on an appearance of) ignorance and incompetence (lacking ability). What is more, they respect the skill of others. In most cases I suppose this is the best that can be aspired to.”



The Proper Way to Solve a Disagreement Whenever there is to be a consultation (discussion), the first talk each person involved and then assemble the people whose opinions you need to hear, and make your decision. Otherwise, there will inevitably (probably) be people that resent your decision. Also, when there is an important conference you should secretly ask the advice of people who are not directly involved. Since they have no personal interest at stake, often they understand the proper solution. If you consult people involved in the issue, they are apt to advise you in a way that will benefit (help) them. The point is that such advice is not very useful.



Name_____________________



Draw a picture of a samurai below



I am a Daimyo that owns a large plot of land near Kyoto, on the island of Honshu, Japan. I need a qualified mounted warrior to help protect my land from attacking clans. Here is what I am looking for in an applicant: Describe five characteristics a samurai should have according to what you have learned.



 ______________________________________________________________________________  ______________________________________________________________________________  ______________________________________________________________________________  ______________________________________________________________________________  ______________________________________________________________________________
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Common Core 6-8.4



Annotations are used to help the reader interact with the text in order make the text meaningful. Annotations that are done correctly should enable the reader to look back and remember important information from the text without having to re-read the entire text. Here are a few annotations that you will be using for the Training A Samurai reading.



Name 1. Mystery Words



Annotation



Explanation



Word



Put a box around 3-5 words that you were uncertain of meaning.



D:



In the margin to the side write D: and re-write the word and definition. Example:



forbidden 2. Key Terms



circle



Place a circle around 3 key medieval Japan specific historical terms in the reading.



Daimyo 3. Strike Gold!



highlight



Highlight OR underline five small chunks of “golden text” that you think has the most important information per excerpt section. Caution: Make sure not to abuse this idea. Try to discern which text represents the most important information only. Usually only a few parts of sentences will be high-



4. Star Key Points



5. Hashtag



In the text margin, place a star next to the sentence that represents the most important thought or idea in the whole reading. Write a brief note next to the star explaining what the sentence means.



#shortenedkeysummary



Just like in the digital world, hashtags are used to summarize the main idea. Use a hashtag summary for each paragraph in the samurai training reading. The hashtag is followed by text that summarizes key points of each paragraph.
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